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Employees test for infectious diseases in a hospital laboratory in Tilburg, Netherlands on April 22, 2020. The laboratory tests for the coronavirus. 500 people are tested per day on corona laboratory tubes. Photo by Robin Utrecht/ABACAPRESS.COM
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Employees test for infectious diseases in a hospital laboratory in Tilburg, Netherlands on April 22, 2020. The laboratory tests for the coronavirus. 500 people are tested per day on corona laboratory tubes. Photo by Robin Utrecht/ABACAPRESS.COM
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Employees test for infectious diseases in a hospital laboratory in Tilburg, Netherlands on April 22, 2020. The laboratory tests for the coronavirus. 500 people are tested per day on corona laboratory tubes. Photo by Robin Utrecht/ABACAPRESS.COM
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Employees test for infectious diseases in a hospital laboratory in Tilburg, Netherlands on April 22, 2020. The laboratory tests for the coronavirus. 500 people are tested per day on corona laboratory tubes. Photo by Robin Utrecht/ABACAPRESS.COM
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Employees test for infectious diseases in a hospital laboratory in Tilburg, Netherlands on April 22, 2020. The laboratory tests for the coronavirus. 500 people are tested per day on corona laboratory tubes. Photo by Robin Utrecht/ABACAPRESS.COM
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Employees test for infectious diseases in a hospital laboratory in Tilburg, Netherlands on April 22, 2020. The laboratory tests for the coronavirus. 500 people are tested per day on corona laboratory tubes. Photo by Robin Utrecht/ABACAPRESS.COM
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Employees test for infectious diseases in a hospital laboratory in Tilburg, Netherlands on April 22, 2020. The laboratory tests for the coronavirus. 500 people are tested per day on corona laboratory tubes. Photo by Robin Utrecht/ABACAPRESS.COM
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Employees test for infectious diseases in a hospital laboratory in Tilburg, Netherlands on April 22, 2020. The laboratory tests for the coronavirus. 500 people are tested per day on corona laboratory tubes. Photo by Robin Utrecht/ABACAPRESS.COM
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Employees test for infectious diseases in a hospital laboratory in Tilburg, Netherlands on April 22, 2020. The laboratory tests for the coronavirus. 500 people are tested per day on corona laboratory tubes. Photo by Robin Utrecht/ABACAPRESS.COM
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Employees test for infectious diseases in a hospital laboratory in Tilburg, Netherlands on April 22, 2020. The laboratory tests for the coronavirus. 500 people are tested per day on corona laboratory tubes. Photo by Robin Utrecht/ABACAPRESS.COM
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Employees test for infectious diseases in a hospital laboratory in Tilburg, Netherlands on April 22, 2020. The laboratory tests for the coronavirus. 500 people are tested per day on corona laboratory tubes. Photo by Robin Utrecht/ABACAPRESS.COM
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Employees test for infectious diseases in a hospital laboratory in Tilburg, Netherlands on April 22, 2020. The laboratory tests for the coronavirus. 500 people are tested per day on corona laboratory tubes. Photo by Robin Utrecht/ABACAPRESS.COM
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Employees test for infectious diseases in a hospital laboratory in Tilburg, Netherlands on April 22, 2020. The laboratory tests for the coronavirus. 500 people are tested per day on corona laboratory tubes. Photo by Robin Utrecht/ABACAPRESS.COM
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Employees test for infectious diseases in a hospital laboratory in Tilburg, Netherlands on April 22, 2020. The laboratory tests for the coronavirus. 500 people are tested per day on corona laboratory tubes. Photo by Robin Utrecht/ABACAPRESS.COM
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Employees test for infectious diseases in a hospital laboratory in Tilburg, Netherlands on April 22, 2020. The laboratory tests for the coronavirus. 500 people are tested per day on corona laboratory tubes. Photo by Robin Utrecht/ABACAPRESS.COM
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Employees test for infectious diseases in a hospital laboratory in Tilburg, Netherlands on April 22, 2020. The laboratory tests for the coronavirus. 500 people are tested per day on corona laboratory tubes. Photo by Robin Utrecht/ABACAPRESS.COM
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Employees test for infectious diseases in a hospital laboratory in Tilburg, Netherlands on April 22, 2020. The laboratory tests for the coronavirus. 500 people are tested per day on corona laboratory tubes. Photo by Robin Utrecht/ABACAPRESS.COM
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Millitary personnel with protective clothing seen doing the health protocol process while isolated the 547 Indonesian workers in special quarantine at Suwondo airforce in Medan, North Sumatra province, Indonesia on April 10, 2020. Nearly a thousand Indonesian workers have been deported since Malaysia imposed lockdown status related to breaking Corona Virus Disease 19 outbreak. Photo by Sutanta Aditya/ABACAPRESS.COM
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Millitary personnel with protective clothing seen doing the health protocol process while isolated the 547 Indonesian workers in special quarantine at Suwondo airforce in Medan, North Sumatra province, Indonesia on April 10, 2020. Nearly a thousand Indonesian workers have been deported since Malaysia imposed lockdown status related to breaking Corona Virus Disease 19 outbreak. Photo by Sutanta Aditya/ABACAPRESS.COM
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A health worker holds the test tube to make testing patients against coronavirus at Bassini Hospital in a bid to slow down the spread of the pandemic COVID-19 disease caused by the SARS-CoV-2 coronavirus. Italy is under lockdown to stop the widespread of the coronavirus. on April 10, 2020 in Milan, Italy. Photo by Italyphotopress/Eyepix/ABACAPRESS.COM
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A health worker holds the test tube to make testing patients against coronavirus at Bassini Hospital in a bid to slow down the spread of the pandemic COVID-19 disease caused by the SARS-CoV-2 coronavirus. Italy is under lockdown to stop the widespread of the coronavirus. on April 10, 2020 in Milan, Italy. Photo by Italyphotopress/Eyepix/ABACAPRESS.COM
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A health worker holds the test tube to make testing patients against coronavirus at Bassini Hospital in a bid to slow down the spread of the pandemic COVID-19 disease caused by the SARS-CoV-2 coronavirus. Italy is under lockdown to stop the widespread of the coronavirus. on April 10, 2020 in Milan, Italy. Photo by Italyphotopress/Eyepix/ABACAPRESS.COM
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A health worker holds the test tube to make testing patients against coronavirus at Bassini Hospital in a bid to slow down the spread of the pandemic COVID-19 disease caused by the SARS-CoV-2 coronavirus. Italy is under lockdown to stop the widespread of the coronavirus. on April 10, 2020 in Milan, Italy. Photo by Italyphotopress/Eyepix/ABACAPRESS.COM
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A health worker holds the test tube to make testing patients against coronavirus at Bassini Hospital in a bid to slow down the spread of the pandemic COVID-19 disease caused by the SARS-CoV-2 coronavirus. Italy is under lockdown to stop the widespread of the coronavirus. on April 10, 2020 in Milan, Italy. Photo by Italyphotopress/Eyepix/ABACAPRESS.COM
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A health worker holds the test tube to make testing patients against coronavirus at Bassini Hospital in a bid to slow down the spread of the pandemic COVID-19 disease caused by the SARS-CoV-2 coronavirus. Italy is under lockdown to stop the widespread of the coronavirus. on April 10, 2020 in Milan, Italy. Photo by Italyphotopress/Eyepix/ABACAPRESS.COM
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A health worker holds the test tube to make testing patients against coronavirus at Bassini Hospital in a bid to slow down the spread of the pandemic COVID-19 disease caused by the SARS-CoV-2 coronavirus. Italy is under lockdown to stop the widespread of the coronavirus. on April 10, 2020 in Milan, Italy. Photo by Italyphotopress/Eyepix/ABACAPRESS.COM
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A health worker holds the test tube to make testing patients against coronavirus at Bassini Hospital in a bid to slow down the spread of the pandemic COVID-19 disease caused by the SARS-CoV-2 coronavirus. Italy is under lockdown to stop the widespread of the coronavirus. on April 10, 2020 in Milan, Italy. Photo by Italyphotopress/Eyepix/ABACAPRESS.COM
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2020-03-31 15:14:54 A COVID-19 rapid test at World Health Laboratories in Bunnik, The Netherlands, 31 March 2020. The laboratory received a trial shipment of the tests from China. The test is intended for general practitioners and other healthcare professionals as a first check for the coronavirus. ANP ANP PIROSCHKA VAN DE WOUW
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2020-03-31 15:13:19 BUNNIK - Een COVID-19 sneltest bij World Health Laboratories. Het laboratorium heeft een proefzending van de testen uit China ontvangen. De test is bedoeld voor huisartsen en andere zorgprofessionals als eerste check op het coronavirus. ANP PIROSCHKA VAN DE WOUW
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2020-03-31 15:10:50 A COVID-19 rapid test at World Health Laboratories in Bunnik, The Netherlands, 31 March 2020. The laboratory received a trial shipment of the tests from China. The test is intended for general practitioners and other healthcare professionals as a first check for the coronavirus. ANP ANP PIROSCHKA VAN DE WOUW
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2020-03-31 14:53:23 A COVID-19 rapid test at World Health Laboratories in Bunnik, The Netherlands, 31 March 2020. The laboratory received a trial shipment of the tests from China. The test is intended for general practitioners and other healthcare professionals as a first check for the coronavirus. ANP ANP PIROSCHKA VAN DE WOUW
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2020-03-31 14:52:51 A COVID-19 rapid test at World Health Laboratories in Bunnik, The Netherlands, 31 March 2020. The laboratory received a trial shipment of the tests from China. The test is intended for general practitioners and other healthcare professionals as a first check for the coronavirus. ANP ANP PIROSCHKA VAN DE WOUW
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2020-03-31 14:52:37 BUNNIK - Een COVID-19 sneltest bij World Health Laboratories. Het laboratorium heeft een proefzending van de testen uit China ontvangen. De test is bedoeld voor huisartsen en andere zorgprofessionals als eerste check op het coronavirus. ANP PIROSCHKA VAN DE WOUW
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2020-03-31 14:46:03 BUNNIK - Een COVID-19 sneltest bij World Health Laboratories. Het laboratorium heeft een proefzending van de testen uit China ontvangen. De test is bedoeld voor huisartsen en andere zorgprofessionals als eerste check op het coronavirus. ANP PIROSCHKA VAN DE WOUW
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2020-03-31 14:45:23 BUNNIK - Een COVID-19 sneltest bij World Health Laboratories. Het laboratorium heeft een proefzending van de testen uit China ontvangen. De test is bedoeld voor huisartsen en andere zorgprofessionals als eerste check op het coronavirus. ANP PIROSCHKA VAN DE WOUW
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2020-03-31 14:05:25 ROOSENDAAL - Materiaal om te testen op infectieziekten in het laboratorium van Microvida in het Bravis ziekenhuis. In het laboratorium wordt getest op het coronavirus. ANP SEM VAN DER WAL
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2020-03-31 14:13:36 ROOSENDAAL - Een alles-in-1 testmachine van Roche in het laboratorium van Microvida in het Bravis ziekenhuis. In het laboratorium wordt getest op het coronavirus. ANP SEM VAN DER WAL
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2020-03-31 14:17:46 ROOSENDAAL - Medewerkers testen op infectieziekten in het laboratorium van Microvida in het Bravis ziekenhuis. In het laboratorium wordt getest op het coronavirus. ANP SEM VAN DER WAL
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2020-03-31 14:19:11 ROOSENDAAL - Medewerkers testen op infectieziekten in het laboratorium van Microvida in het Bravis ziekenhuis. In het laboratorium wordt getest op het coronavirus. ANP SEM VAN DER WAL
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2020-03-31 14:17:46 Equipment to test for infectious diseases in the Microvida laboratory in the Bravis hospital in Roosendaal, The Netherlands, 31 March 2020. The laboratory tests for the coronavirus. ANP SEM VAN DER WAL
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2020-03-31 14:19:47 ROOSENDAAL - Medewerkers testen op infectieziekten in het laboratorium van Microvida in het Bravis ziekenhuis. In het laboratorium wordt getest op het coronavirus. ANP SEM VAN DER WAL
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2020-03-31 14:19:41 ROOSENDAAL - Medewerkers testen op infectieziekten in het laboratorium van Microvida in het Bravis ziekenhuis. In het laboratorium wordt getest op het coronavirus. ANP SEM VAN DER WAL
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2020-03-31 14:20:38 ROOSENDAAL - Medewerkers testen op infectieziekten in het laboratorium van Microvida in het Bravis ziekenhuis. In het laboratorium wordt getest op het coronavirus. ANP SEM VAN DER WAL
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2020-03-31 15:08:29 BUNNIK - Een COVID-19 sneltest bij World Health Laboratories. Het laboratorium heeft een proefzending van de testen uit China ontvangen. De test is bedoeld voor huisartsen en andere zorgprofessionals als eerste check op het coronavirus. ANP PIROSCHKA VAN DE WOUW
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2020-03-31 14:20:38 ROOSENDAAL - Medewerkers testen op infectieziekten in het laboratorium van Microvida in het Bravis ziekenhuis. In het laboratorium wordt getest op het coronavirus. ANP SEM VAN DER WAL
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2020-03-31 14:32:04 ROOSENDAAL - Materiaal om te testen op infectieziekten ligt uitgestald in het laboratorium van Microvida in het Bravis ziekenhuis. In het laboratorium wordt getest op het coronavirus. ANP SEM VAN DER WAL
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2020-03-31 14:39:54 ROOSENDAAL - Materiaal om te testen op infectieziekten ligt uitgestald in het laboratorium van Microvida in het Bravis ziekenhuis. In het laboratorium wordt getest op het coronavirus. ANP SEM VAN DER WAL
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2020-03-31 14:31:52 ROOSENDAAL - Materiaal om te testen op infectieziekten ligt uitgestald in het laboratorium van Microvida in het Bravis ziekenhuis. In het laboratorium wordt getest op het coronavirus. ANP SEM VAN DER WAL
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2020-03-31 14:40:04 ROOSENDAAL - Materiaal om te testen op infectieziekten ligt uitgestald in het laboratorium van Microvida in het Bravis ziekenhuis. In het laboratorium wordt getest op het coronavirus. ANP SEM VAN DER WAL
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2020-03-31 14:37:16 Equipment to test for infectious diseases in the Microvida laboratory in the Bravis hospital in Roosendaal, The Netherlands, 31 March 2020. The laboratory tests for the coronavirus. ANP SEM VAN DER WAL
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2020-03-31 14:31:37 ROOSENDAAL - Materiaal om te testen op infectieziekten ligt uitgestald in het laboratorium van Microvida in het Bravis ziekenhuis. In het laboratorium wordt getest op het coronavirus. ANP SEM VAN DER WAL
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2020-03-31 14:41:25 Equipment to test for infectious diseases in the Microvida laboratory in the Bravis hospital in Roosendaal, The Netherlands, 31 March 2020. The laboratory tests for the coronavirus. ANP SEM VAN DER WAL
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2020-03-31 14:29:21 ROOSENDAAL - Materiaal om te testen op infectieziekten ligt uitgestald in het laboratorium van Microvida in het Bravis ziekenhuis. In het laboratorium wordt getest op het coronavirus. ANP SEM VAN DER WAL
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2020-03-31 14:28:33 ROOSENDAAL - Materiaal om te testen op infectieziekten ligt uitgestald in het laboratorium van Microvida in het Bravis ziekenhuis. In het laboratorium wordt getest op het coronavirus. ANP SEM VAN DER WAL
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2020-03-31 14:28:42 ROOSENDAAL - Materiaal om te testen op infectieziekten ligt uitgestald in het laboratorium van Microvida in het Bravis ziekenhuis. In het laboratorium wordt getest op het coronavirus. ANP SEM VAN DER WAL
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2020-03-31 14:27:40 ROOSENDAAL - Materiaal om te testen op infectieziekten ligt uitgestald in het laboratorium van Microvida in het Bravis ziekenhuis. In het laboratorium wordt getest op het coronavirus. ANP SEM VAN DER WAL
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2020-03-31 14:40:04 ROOSENDAAL - Materiaal om te testen op infectieziekten ligt uitgestald in het laboratorium van Microvida in het Bravis ziekenhuis. In het laboratorium wordt getest op het coronavirus. ANP SEM VAN DER WAL
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2020-03-31 14:29:11 Equipment to test for infectious diseases in the Microvida laboratory in the Bravis hospital in Roosendaal, The Netherlands, 31 March 2020. The laboratory tests for the coronavirus. ANP SEM VAN DER WAL
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People are tested with cotton swabs inside their nose in their car at Amsterdam AMC hospital's drive-through coronavirus COVID-19 testing center on March 26, 2020 in Amsterdam, Netherlands. Photo by Robin Utrecht/ABACAPRESS.COM
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People are tested with cotton swabs inside their nose in their car at Amsterdam AMC hospital's drive-through coronavirus COVID-19 testing center on March 26, 2020 in Amsterdam, Netherlands. Photo by Robin Utrecht/ABACAPRESS.COM
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People are tested with cotton swabs inside their nose in their car at Amsterdam AMC hospital's drive-through coronavirus COVID-19 testing center on March 26, 2020 in Amsterdam, Netherlands. Photo by Robin Utrecht/ABACAPRESS.COM
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People are tested with cotton swabs inside their nose in their car at Amsterdam AMC hospital's drive-through coronavirus COVID-19 testing center on March 26, 2020 in Amsterdam, Netherlands. Photo by Robin Utrecht/ABACAPRESS.COM
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People are tested with cotton swabs inside their nose in their car at Amsterdam AMC hospital's drive-through coronavirus COVID-19 testing center on March 26, 2020 in Amsterdam, Netherlands. Photo by Robin Utrecht/ABACAPRESS.COM
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26 March 2020, Mecklenburg-Western Pomerania, Loitz: An employee of the mobile smear centre shows an unused swab. In addition to the 15 smear centres in the administrative districts and independent cities, two mobile smear centres started work on the same day in the district of Vorpommern-Greifswald. For this purpose the teams, which are made up of medical personnel, travel by bus to locations determined and coordinated with the respective municipality. Photo: Stefan Sauer/dpa
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26 March 2020, Mecklenburg-Western Pomerania, Loitz: An employee of the mobile smear centre shows an unused swab. In addition to the 15 smear centres in the administrative districts and independent cities, two mobile smear centres started work on the same day in the district of Vorpommern-Greifswald. For this purpose the teams, which are made up of medical personnel, travel by bus to locations determined and coordinated with the respective municipality. Photo: Stefan Sauer/dpa
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26 March 2020, Mecklenburg-Western Pomerania, Loitz: An employee of the mobile smear centre shows an unused swab. In addition to the 15 smear centres in the administrative districts and independent cities, two mobile smear centres started work on the same day in the district of Vorpommern-Greifswald. For this purpose the teams, which are made up of medical personnel, travel by bus to locations determined and coordinated with the respective municipality. Photo: Stefan Sauer/dpa
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26 March 2020, Mecklenburg-Western Pomerania, Loitz: An employee of the mobile smear centre shows an unused swab. In addition to the 15 smear centres in the administrative districts and independent cities, two mobile smear centres started work on the same day in the district of Vorpommern-Greifswald. For this purpose the teams, which are made up of medical personnel, travel by bus to locations determined and coordinated with the respective municipality. Photo: Stefan Sauer/dpa
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23 March 2020, Bavaria, Munich: Medical personnel demonstrate the collection of a nasal swab in a new test station in front of the Tropical Institute for people suspected of having Covid-19. Only medical personnel and specific professional groups such as the police or fire brigade will be tested at the new test station. Photo: Sven Hoppe/dpa
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23 March 2020, Bavaria, Munich: A staff member is working in a new test station outside the Tropical Institute for people with Covid-19 suspicion, holding a sample tube with a nasal swab in her hands. Only medical personnel and specific professional groups such as the police or fire brigade will be tested at the new test station. Photo: Sven Hoppe/dpa
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23 March 2020, Bavaria, Munich: A staff member is working in a new test station outside the Tropical Institute for people with Covid-19 suspicion, holding a sample tube with a nasal swab in her hands. Only medical personnel and specific professional groups such as the police or fire brigade are to be tested at the new test station. Photo: Sven Hoppe/dpa
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[The following text was translated automatically] DELFGAUW - Corona test set Sensitest supplies Corona rapid test to hospitals The Delfgauw company Sensitest supplies the new rapid tests for the Corona virus to hospitals, doctors and healthcare institutions. This new corona test has the advantage that the test result is known in 15 minutes. The test is taken by placing a drop of blood in the test cassette. The test immediately measures whether the patient has produced antibodies against the Corona virus. This allows you to determine whether the patient has recently come into contact with the virus (IgM antibodies) or has already built up resistance to the virus (IgG antibodies). The Sensitest Corona Test responds to both antibodies. The product is currently available in small quantities to professional users. This test is not suitable for home use and will therefore not go to the drugstore. ROBIN UTRECHT
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[The following text was translated automatically] DELFGAUW - Corona test set Sensitest supplies Corona rapid test to hospitals The Delfgauw company Sensitest supplies the new rapid tests for the Corona virus to hospitals, doctors and healthcare institutions. This new corona test has the advantage that the test result is known in 15 minutes. The test is taken by placing a drop of blood in the test cassette. The test immediately measures whether the patient has produced antibodies against the Corona virus. This allows you to determine whether the patient has recently come into contact with the virus (IgM antibodies) or has already built up resistance to the virus (IgG antibodies). The Sensitest Corona Test responds to both antibodies. The product is currently available in small quantities to professional users. This test is not suitable for home use and will therefore not go to the drugstore. ROBIN UTRECHT
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[The following text was translated automatically] DELFGAUW - Corona test set Sensitest supplies Corona rapid test to hospitals The Delfgauw company Sensitest supplies the new rapid tests for the Corona virus to hospitals, doctors and healthcare institutions. This new corona test has the advantage that the test result is known in 15 minutes. The test is taken by placing a drop of blood in the test cassette. The test immediately measures whether the patient has produced antibodies against the Corona virus. This allows you to determine whether the patient has recently come into contact with the virus (IgM antibodies) or has already built up resistance to the virus (IgG antibodies). The Sensitest Corona Test responds to both antibodies. The product is currently available in small quantities to professional users. This test is not suitable for home use and will therefore not go to the drugstore. ROBIN UTRECHT
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[The following text was translated automatically] DELFGAUW - Corona test set Sensitest supplies Corona rapid test to hospitals The Delfgauw company Sensitest supplies the new rapid tests for the Corona virus to hospitals, doctors and healthcare institutions. This new corona test has the advantage that the test result is known in 15 minutes. The test is taken by placing a drop of blood in the test cassette. The test immediately measures whether the patient has produced antibodies against the Corona virus. This allows you to determine whether the patient has recently come into contact with the virus (IgM antibodies) or has already built up resistance to the virus (IgG antibodies). The Sensitest Corona Test responds to both antibodies. The product is currently available in small quantities to professional users. This test is not suitable for home use and will therefore not go to the drugstore. ROBIN UTRECHT
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[The following text was translated automatically] DELFGAUW - Corona test set Sensitest supplies Corona rapid test to hospitals The Delfgauw company Sensitest supplies the new rapid tests for the Corona virus to hospitals, doctors and healthcare institutions. This new corona test has the advantage that the test result is known in 15 minutes. The test is taken by placing a drop of blood in the test cassette. The test immediately measures whether the patient has produced antibodies against the Corona virus. This allows you to determine whether the patient has recently come into contact with the virus (IgM antibodies) or has already built up resistance to the virus (IgG antibodies). The Sensitest Corona Test responds to both antibodies. The product is currently available in small quantities to professional users. This test is not suitable for home use and will therefore not go to the drugstore. ROBIN UTRECHT
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[The following text was translated automatically] DELFGAUW - Corona test set Sensitest supplies Corona rapid test to hospitals The Delfgauw company Sensitest supplies the new rapid tests for the Corona virus to hospitals, doctors and healthcare institutions. This new corona test has the advantage that the test result is known in 15 minutes. The test is taken by placing a drop of blood in the test cassette. The test immediately measures whether the patient has produced antibodies against the Corona virus. This allows you to determine whether the patient has recently come into contact with the virus (IgM antibodies) or has already built up resistance to the virus (IgG antibodies). The Sensitest Corona Test responds to both antibodies. The product is currently available in small quantities to professional users. This test is not suitable for home use and will therefore not go to the drugstore. ROBIN UTRECHT
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[The following text was translated automatically] DELFGAUW - Corona test set Sensitest supplies Corona rapid test to hospitals The Delfgauw company Sensitest supplies the new rapid tests for the Corona virus to hospitals, doctors and healthcare institutions. This new corona test has the advantage that the test result is known in 15 minutes. The test is taken by placing a drop of blood in the test cassette. The test immediately measures whether the patient has produced antibodies against the Corona virus. This allows you to determine whether the patient has recently come into contact with the virus (IgM antibodies) or has already built up resistance to the virus (IgG antibodies). The Sensitest Corona Test responds to both antibodies. The product is currently available in small quantities to professional users. This test is not suitable for home use and will therefore not go to the drugstore. ROBIN UTRECHT
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[The following text was translated automatically] DELFGAUW - Corona test set Sensitest supplies Corona rapid test to hospitals The Delfgauw company Sensitest supplies the new rapid tests for the Corona virus to hospitals, doctors and healthcare institutions. This new corona test has the advantage that the test result is known in 15 minutes. The test is taken by placing a drop of blood in the test cassette. The test immediately measures whether the patient has produced antibodies against the Corona virus. This allows you to determine whether the patient has recently come into contact with the virus (IgM antibodies) or has already built up resistance to the virus (IgG antibodies). The Sensitest Corona Test responds to both antibodies. The product is currently available in small quantities to professional users. This test is not suitable for home use and will therefore not go to the drugstore. ROBIN UTRECHT
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[The following text was translated automatically] DELFGAUW - Corona test set Sensitest supplies Corona rapid test to hospitals The Delfgauw company Sensitest supplies the new rapid tests for the Corona virus to hospitals, doctors and healthcare institutions. This new corona test has the advantage that the test result is known in 15 minutes. The test is taken by placing a drop of blood in the test cassette. The test immediately measures whether the patient has produced antibodies against the Corona virus. This allows you to determine whether the patient has recently come into contact with the virus (IgM antibodies) or has already built up resistance to the virus (IgG antibodies). The Sensitest Corona Test responds to both antibodies. The product is currently available in small quantities to professional users. This test is not suitable for home use and will therefore not go to the drugstore. ROBIN UTRECHT
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[The following text was translated automatically] DELFGAUW - Corona test set Sensitest supplies Corona rapid test to hospitals The Delfgauw company Sensitest supplies the new rapid tests for the Corona virus to hospitals, doctors and healthcare institutions. This new corona test has the advantage that the test result is known in 15 minutes. The test is taken by placing a drop of blood in the test cassette. The test immediately measures whether the patient has produced antibodies against the Corona virus. This allows you to determine whether the patient has recently come into contact with the virus (IgM antibodies) or has already built up resistance to the virus (IgG antibodies). The Sensitest Corona Test responds to both antibodies. The product is currently available in small quantities to professional users. This test is not suitable for home use and will therefore not go to the drugstore. ROBIN UTRECHT
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[The following text was translated automatically] DELFGAUW - Corona test set Sensitest supplies Corona rapid test to hospitals The Delfgauw company Sensitest supplies the new rapid tests for the Corona virus to hospitals, doctors and healthcare institutions. This new corona test has the advantage that the test result is known in 15 minutes. The test is taken by placing a drop of blood in the test cassette. The test immediately measures whether the patient has produced antibodies against the Corona virus. This allows you to determine whether the patient has recently come into contact with the virus (IgM antibodies) or has already built up resistance to the virus (IgG antibodies). The Sensitest Corona Test responds to both antibodies. The product is currently available in small quantities to professional users. This test is not suitable for home use and will therefore not go to the drugstore. ROBIN UTRECHT
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[The following text was translated automatically] DELFGAUW - Corona test set Sensitest supplies Corona rapid test to hospitals The Delfgauw company Sensitest supplies the new rapid tests for the Corona virus to hospitals, doctors and healthcare institutions. This new corona test has the advantage that the test result is known in 15 minutes. The test is taken by placing a drop of blood in the test cassette. The test immediately measures whether the patient has produced antibodies against the Corona virus. This allows you to determine whether the patient has recently come into contact with the virus (IgM antibodies) or has already built up resistance to the virus (IgG antibodies). The Sensitest Corona Test responds to both antibodies. The product is currently available in small quantities to professional users. This test is not suitable for home use and will therefore not go to the drugstore. ROBIN UTRECHT
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[The following text was translated automatically] DELFGAUW - Corona test set Sensitest supplies Corona rapid test to hospitals The Delfgauw company Sensitest supplies the new rapid tests for the Corona virus to hospitals, doctors and healthcare institutions. This new corona test has the advantage that the test result is known in 15 minutes. The test is taken by placing a drop of blood in the test cassette. The test immediately measures whether the patient has produced antibodies against the Corona virus. This allows you to determine whether the patient has recently come into contact with the virus (IgM antibodies) or has already built up resistance to the virus (IgG antibodies). The Sensitest Corona Test responds to both antibodies. The product is currently available in small quantities to professional users. This test is not suitable for home use and will therefore not go to the drugstore. ROBIN UTRECHT
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[The following text was translated automatically] DELFGAUW - Corona test set Sensitest supplies Corona rapid test to hospitals The Delfgauw company Sensitest supplies the new rapid tests for the Corona virus to hospitals, doctors and healthcare institutions. This new corona test has the advantage that the test result is known in 15 minutes. The test is taken by placing a drop of blood in the test cassette. The test immediately measures whether the patient has produced antibodies against the Corona virus. This allows you to determine whether the patient has recently come into contact with the virus (IgM antibodies) or has already built up resistance to the virus (IgG antibodies). The Sensitest Corona Test responds to both antibodies. The product is currently available in small quantities to professional users. This test is not suitable for home use and will therefore not go to the drugstore. ROBIN UTRECHT
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[The following text was translated automatically] DELFGAUW - Corona test set Sensitest supplies Corona rapid test to hospitals The Delfgauw company Sensitest supplies the new rapid tests for the Corona virus to hospitals, doctors and healthcare institutions. This new corona test has the advantage that the test result is known in 15 minutes. The test is taken by placing a drop of blood in the test cassette. The test immediately measures whether the patient has produced antibodies against the Corona virus. This allows you to determine whether the patient has recently come into contact with the virus (IgM antibodies) or has already built up resistance to the virus (IgG antibodies). The Sensitest Corona Test responds to both antibodies. The product is currently available in small quantities to professional users. This test is not suitable for home use and will therefore not go to the drugstore. ROBIN UTRECHT
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[The following text was translated automatically] DELFGAUW - Corona test set Sensitest supplies Corona rapid test to hospitals The Delfgauw company Sensitest supplies the new rapid tests for the Corona virus to hospitals, doctors and healthcare institutions. This new corona test has the advantage that the test result is known in 15 minutes. The test is taken by placing a drop of blood in the test cassette. The test immediately measures whether the patient has produced antibodies against the Corona virus. This allows you to determine whether the patient has recently come into contact with the virus (IgM antibodies) or has already built up resistance to the virus (IgG antibodies). The Sensitest Corona Test responds to both antibodies. The product is currently available in small quantities to professional users. This test is not suitable for home use and will therefore not go to the drugstore. ROBIN UTRECHT
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[The following text was translated automatically] DELFGAUW - Corona test set Sensitest supplies Corona rapid test to hospitals The Delfgauw company Sensitest supplies the new rapid tests for the Corona virus to hospitals, doctors and healthcare institutions. This new corona test has the advantage that the test result is known in 15 minutes. The test is taken by placing a drop of blood in the test cassette. The test immediately measures whether the patient has produced antibodies against the Corona virus. This allows you to determine whether the patient has recently come into contact with the virus (IgM antibodies) or has already built up resistance to the virus (IgG antibodies). The Sensitest Corona Test responds to both antibodies. The product is currently available in small quantities to professional users. This test is not suitable for home use and will therefore not go to the drugstore. ROBIN UTRECHT
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[The following text was translated automatically] DELFGAUW - Corona test set Sensitest supplies Corona rapid test to hospitals The Delfgauw company Sensitest supplies the new rapid tests for the Corona virus to hospitals, doctors and healthcare institutions. This new corona test has the advantage that the test result is known in 15 minutes. The test is taken by placing a drop of blood in the test cassette. The test immediately measures whether the patient has produced antibodies against the Corona virus. This allows you to determine whether the patient has recently come into contact with the virus (IgM antibodies) or has already built up resistance to the virus (IgG antibodies). The Sensitest Corona Test responds to both antibodies. The product is currently available in small quantities to professional users. This test is not suitable for home use and will therefore not go to the drugstore. ROBIN UTRECHT
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[The following text was translated automatically] DELFGAUW - Corona test set Sensitest supplies Corona rapid test to hospitals The Delfgauw company Sensitest supplies the new rapid tests for the Corona virus to hospitals, doctors and healthcare institutions. This new corona test has the advantage that the test result is known in 15 minutes. The test is taken by placing a drop of blood in the test cassette. The test immediately measures whether the patient has produced antibodies against the Corona virus. This allows you to determine whether the patient has recently come into contact with the virus (IgM antibodies) or has already built up resistance to the virus (IgG antibodies). The Sensitest Corona Test responds to both antibodies. The product is currently available in small quantities to professional users. This test is not suitable for home use and will therefore not go to the drugstore. ROBIN UTRECHT
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[The following text was translated automatically] DELFGAUW - Corona test set Sensitest supplies Corona rapid test to hospitals The Delfgauw company Sensitest supplies the new rapid tests for the Corona virus to hospitals, doctors and healthcare institutions. This new corona test has the advantage that the test result is known in 15 minutes. The test is taken by placing a drop of blood in the test cassette. The test immediately measures whether the patient has produced antibodies against the Corona virus. This allows you to determine whether the patient has recently come into contact with the virus (IgM antibodies) or has already built up resistance to the virus (IgG antibodies). The Sensitest Corona Test responds to both antibodies. The product is currently available in small quantities to professional users. This test is not suitable for home use and will therefore not go to the drugstore. ROBIN UTRECHT
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[The following text was translated automatically] DELFGAUW - Corona test set Sensitest supplies Corona rapid test to hospitals The Delfgauw company Sensitest supplies the new rapid tests for the Corona virus to hospitals, doctors and healthcare institutions. This new corona test has the advantage that the test result is known in 15 minutes. The test is taken by placing a drop of blood in the test cassette. The test immediately measures whether the patient has produced antibodies against the Corona virus. This allows you to determine whether the patient has recently come into contact with the virus (IgM antibodies) or has already built up resistance to the virus (IgG antibodies). The Sensitest Corona Test responds to both antibodies. The product is currently available in small quantities to professional users. This test is not suitable for home use and will therefore not go to the drugstore. ROBIN UTRECHT
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[The following text was translated automatically] DELFGAUW - Corona test set Sensitest supplies Corona rapid test to hospitals The Delfgauw company Sensitest supplies the new rapid tests for the Corona virus to hospitals, doctors and healthcare institutions. This new corona test has the advantage that the test result is known in 15 minutes. The test is taken by placing a drop of blood in the test cassette. The test immediately measures whether the patient has produced antibodies against the Corona virus. This allows you to determine whether the patient has recently come into contact with the virus (IgM antibodies) or has already built up resistance to the virus (IgG antibodies). The Sensitest Corona Test responds to both antibodies. The product is currently available in small quantities to professional users. This test is not suitable for home use and will therefore not go to the drugstore. ROBIN UTRECHT
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[The following text was translated automatically] DELFGAUW - Corona test set Sensitest supplies Corona rapid test to hospitals The Delfgauw company Sensitest supplies the new rapid tests for the Corona virus to hospitals, doctors and healthcare institutions. This new corona test has the advantage that the test result is known in 15 minutes. The test is taken by placing a drop of blood in the test cassette. The test immediately measures whether the patient has produced antibodies against the Corona virus. This allows you to determine whether the patient has recently come into contact with the virus (IgM antibodies) or has already built up resistance to the virus (IgG antibodies). The Sensitest Corona Test responds to both antibodies. The product is currently available in small quantities to professional users. This test is not suitable for home use and will therefore not go to the drugstore. ROBIN UTRECHT
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[The following text was translated automatically] DELFGAUW - Corona test set Sensitest supplies Corona rapid test to hospitals The Delfgauw company Sensitest supplies the new rapid tests for the Corona virus to hospitals, doctors and healthcare institutions. This new corona test has the advantage that the test result is known in 15 minutes. The test is taken by placing a drop of blood in the test cassette. The test immediately measures whether the patient has produced antibodies against the Corona virus. This allows you to determine whether the patient has recently come into contact with the virus (IgM antibodies) or has already built up resistance to the virus (IgG antibodies). The Sensitest Corona Test responds to both antibodies. The product is currently available in small quantities to professional users. This test is not suitable for home use and will therefore not go to the drugstore. ROBIN UTRECHT
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COVID-19 screening on Friday, March 20, 2020, in Arlington, Virginia.  20 Mar 2020  Pictured: COVID-19 screening on Friday, March 20, 2020, in Arlington, Virginia.  Photo credit: ZUMAPRESS.com / MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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500 tests a day for suspected cases of the COVID-19 Coronavirus. Coronavirus testing are to patients free of charge in the Netherlands.  20 Mar 2020  Pictured: 500 tests a day for suspected cases of the COVID-19 Coronavirus. Coronavirus testing are to patients free of charge in the Netherlands.  Photo credit: ZUMAPRESS.com / MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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500 tests a day for suspected cases of the COVID-19 Coronavirus. Coronavirus testing are to patients free of charge in the Netherlands.  20 Mar 2020  Pictured: 500 tests a day for suspected cases of the COVID-19 Coronavirus. Coronavirus testing are to patients free of charge in the Netherlands.  Photo credit: ZUMAPRESS.com / MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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500 tests a day for suspected cases of the COVID-19 Coronavirus. Coronavirus testing are to patients free of charge in the Netherlands.  20 Mar 2020  Pictured: 500 tests a day for suspected cases of the COVID-19 Coronavirus. Coronavirus testing are to patients free of charge in the Netherlands.  Photo credit: ZUMAPRESS.com / MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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500 tests a day for suspected cases of the COVID-19 Coronavirus. Coronavirus testing are to patients free of charge in the Netherlands.  20 Mar 2020  Pictured: 500 tests a day for suspected cases of the COVID-19 Coronavirus. Coronavirus testing are to patients free of charge in the Netherlands.  Photo credit: ZUMAPRESS.com / MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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500 tests a day for suspected cases of the COVID-19 Coronavirus. Coronavirus testing are to patients free of charge in the Netherlands.  20 Mar 2020  Pictured: 500 tests a day for suspected cases of the COVID-19 Coronavirus. Coronavirus testing are to patients free of charge in the Netherlands.  Photo credit: ZUMAPRESS.com / MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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500 tests a day for suspected cases of the COVID-19 Coronavirus. Coronavirus testing are to patients free of charge in the Netherlands.  20 Mar 2020  Pictured: 500 tests a day for suspected cases of the COVID-19 Coronavirus. Coronavirus testing are to patients free of charge in the Netherlands.  Photo credit: ZUMAPRESS.com / MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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500 tests a day for suspected cases of the COVID-19 Coronavirus. Coronavirus testing are to patients free of charge in the Netherlands.  20 Mar 2020  Pictured: 500 tests a day for suspected cases of the COVID-19 Coronavirus. Coronavirus testing are to patients free of charge in the Netherlands.  Photo credit: ZUMAPRESS.com / MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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500 tests a day for suspected cases of the COVID-19 Coronavirus. Coronavirus testing are to patients free of charge in the Netherlands.  20 Mar 2020  Pictured: 500 tests a day for suspected cases of the COVID-19 Coronavirus. Coronavirus testing are to patients free of charge in the Netherlands.  Photo credit: ZUMAPRESS.com / MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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500 tests a day for suspected cases of the COVID-19 Coronavirus. Coronavirus testing are to patients free of charge in the Netherlands.  20 Mar 2020  Pictured: 500 tests a day for suspected cases of the COVID-19 Coronavirus. Coronavirus testing are to patients free of charge in the Netherlands.  Photo credit: ZUMAPRESS.com / MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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500 tests a day for suspected cases of the COVID-19 Coronavirus. Coronavirus testing are to patients free of charge in the Netherlands.  20 Mar 2020  Pictured: 500 tests a day for suspected cases of the COVID-19 Coronavirus. Coronavirus testing are to patients free of charge in the Netherlands.  Photo credit: ZUMAPRESS.com / MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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19 March 2020, Mecklenburg-Western Pomerania, Ludwigslust: Using a swab, Maximilian Schilling from the ASB takes a sample at the test centre for suspected cases of corona. The sample was previously taken from the throat of a patient. The swab is then tested for the novel corona virus. Photo: Jens Buttner/dpa-Zentralbild/dpa
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19 March 2020, Schleswig-Holstein, Elmshorn: Doctor Antje Klein takes a smear from a possibly infected person at a drive-in test station. People with suspected Covid-19 can be tested here by appointment. Photo: Daniel Reinhardt/dpa
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19 March 2020, Schleswig-Holstein, Elmshorn: At a drive-in test station, doctor Antje Klein packs a swab from a possibly infected person into a plastic bag. People with suspected Covid-19 can be tested here by appointment. Photo: Daniel Reinhardt/dpa
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19 March 2020, Schleswig-Holstein, Elmshorn: Doctor Antje Klein takes a smear from a possibly infected person at a drive-in test station. People with suspected Covid-19 can be tested here by appointment. Photo: Daniel Reinhardt/dpa
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19 March 2020, Schleswig-Holstein, Elmshorn: Doctor Antje Klein takes a smear from a possibly infected person at a drive-in test station. People with suspected Covid-19 can be tested here by appointment. Photo: Daniel Reinhardt/dpa
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19 March 2020, Schleswig-Holstein, Elmshorn: Doctor Antje Klein takes a smear from a possibly infected person at a drive-in test station. People with suspected Covid-19 can be tested here by appointment. Photo: Daniel Reinhardt/dpa
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19 March 2020, Mecklenburg-Western Pomerania, Ludwigslust: Maximilian Schilling from the Arbeiter-Samariter-Bund (ASB) takes a sample with a swab at the test centre for suspected cases of corona. The sample was previously taken from the throat of a patient. The swab is then tested for the novel corona virus. Photo: Jens Buttner/dpa-Zentralbild/dpa
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19 March 2020, Mecklenburg-Western Pomerania, Ludwigslust: Maximilian Schilling from the Arbeiter- Samariter-Bund (ASB) inserts a swab into the corresponding plastic tube after taking a sample in the test centre. Previously, the sample was taken from the throat of a patient. The smear is then tested for the novel coronavirus. Photo: Jens Buttner/dpa-Zentralbild/dpa
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19 March 2020, Mecklenburg-Western Pomerania, Ludwigslust: Maximilian Schilling from the Arbeiter-Samariter-Bund (ASB) holds a plastic tube with a swab stick after taking a sample in the test centre for suspected cases of corona. Previously, the sample was taken from the throat of a patient. The smear is then tested for the novel corona virus. Photo: Jens Buttner/dpa-Zentralbild/dpa
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19 March 2020, Mecklenburg-Western Pomerania, Ludwigslust: Test sets with swabs are available at the test centre for suspected cases of corona. Previously, the sample was taken from the throat of a patient. The smear is then tested for the novel corona virus. Photo: Jens Buttner/dpa-Zentralbild/dpa
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19 March 2020, Mecklenburg-Western Pomerania, Ludwigslust: Test sets with swabs are available at the test centre for suspected cases of corona. Previously, the sample was taken from the throat of a patient. The smear is then tested for the novel corona virus. Photo: Jens Buttner/dpa-Zentralbild/dpa
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19 March 2020, Mecklenburg-Western Pomerania, Ludwigslust: Maximilian Schilling from the Arbeiter- Samariter-Bund (ASB) takes a sample with a swab at the test centre for suspected cases of corona. The sample was previously taken from the throat of a patient. The swab is then tested for the novel corona virus. Photo: Jens Buttner/dpa-Zentralbild/dpa
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19 March 2020, Mecklenburg-Western Pomerania, Ludwigslust: Using a swab, Maximilian Schilling from the ASB takes a sample at the test centre for suspected cases of corona. The sample was previously taken from the throat of a patient. The swab is then tested for the novel corona virus. Photo: Jens Buttner/dpa-Zentralbild/ZB
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19 March 2020, Mecklenburg-Western Pomerania, Ludwigslust: Maximilian Schilling from ASB inserts a swab into the corresponding plastic tube after taking a sample in the test centre for suspected corona. Previously, the sample was taken from the throat of a patient. The smear is then tested for the novel corona virus. Photo: Jens Buttner/dpa-Zentralbild/ZB
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19 March 2020, Mecklenburg-Western Pomerania, Ludwigslust: Maximilian Schilling from the ASB holds a plastic tube with a swab in the test centre for suspected cases of corona after taking a sample. Previously, the sample was taken from the throat of a patient. The smear is then tested for the novel corona virus. Photo: Jens Buttner/dpa-Zentralbild/ZB
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19 March 2020, Mecklenburg-Western Pomerania, Ludwigslust: Using a swab, Maximilian Schilling from the ASB takes a sample at the test centre for suspected cases of corona. The sample was previously taken from the throat of a patient. The swab is then tested for the novel corona virus. Photo: Jens Buttner/dpa-Zentralbild/dpa
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19 March 2020, Mecklenburg-Western Pomerania, Ludwigslust: Maximilian Schilling from the ASB holds a plastic tube with a swab in the test centre for suspected cases of corona after taking a sample. Previously, the sample was taken from the throat of a patient. The smear is then tested for the novel corona virus. Photo: Jens Buttner/dpa-Zentralbild/ZB
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19 March 2020, Mecklenburg-Western Pomerania, Ludwigslust: Maximilian Schilling from ASB inserts a swab into the corresponding plastic tube after taking a sample in the test centre for suspected corona. Previously, the sample was taken from the throat of a patient. The smear is then tested for the novel corona virus. Photo: Jens Buttner/dpa-Zentralbild/ZB
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19 March 2020, Mecklenburg-Western Pomerania, Ludwigslust: Maximilian Schilling from ASB inserts a swab into the corresponding plastic tube after taking a sample in the test centre for suspected corona. Previously, the sample was taken from the throat of a patient. The smear is then tested for the novel corona virus. Photo: Jens Buttner/dpa-Zentralbild/ZB
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19 March 2020, Mecklenburg-Western Pomerania, Ludwigslust: Using a swab, Maximilian Schilling from the ASB takes a sample at the test centre for suspected cases of corona. The sample was previously taken from the throat of a patient. The swab is then tested for the novel corona virus. Photo: Jens Buttner/dpa-Zentralbild/ZB
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19 March 2020, Mecklenburg-Western Pomerania, Ludwigslust: Test sets with swabs are available at the test centre for suspected cases of corona. Previously, the sample was taken from the throat of a patient. The smear is then tested for the novel corona virus. Photo: Jens Buttner/dpa-Zentralbild/ZB
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19 March 2020, Mecklenburg-Western Pomerania, Ludwigslust: Test sets with swabs are available at the test centre for suspected cases of corona. Previously, the sample was taken from the throat of a patient. The smear is then tested for the novel corona virus. Photo: Jens Buttner/dpa-Zentralbild/ZB
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